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About the Essay

Trade is the primary form of international
economic transaction. A great majo of

these commercial flows are managed b
private business but take place within
governmental regulations and institutions.
Consequently, trade is closely related to

official policies.

Expansion of trade with the Third World is
very much in keeping with the Reagan
administration's economic goals. John
Mathieson points out that world
interdependence must be recognized,
particularly in times of economic
stagnation. He notes related costs, citing job
dislocation as major problem which must
be solved. And he reviews the benefits to-
be gained, evaluating the US stake as
positive and growing. Compared,to a
protectionist stance, he concludes, "In the
long run, a set of policies to stimulate
world trade and distribute its costs
equitably carries with it a much greater
potential for improving the economic
well-being of all nations."
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US Trade with the Third `World:
The American Stake

Introduction
In contrast to its predecessors, the Reagan administration
had indicated as an ex.plicit statement of policy that private
sector transactions ca.iinstitute the core of, US,.relations with
developing countries. The rationale for this policy is in part
based on a tactical effort to blunt proposals for greater gov-
ernmental programs, particularly ;foreigivi-iid, to assist the
developing countries It also stems, however, from the gen-
uine coFViction th.it the solution to the problems of rtc;verts
and insufficient economic development is to be found, in
the`words of President Reagan, in the magic of the
market place

This new-found "wisdom in fact only confirminfg what
has for Come time been the reality of the relationship. While

ti the emphSsis given to the role of the private sector has
certainly become more ronounced, private 'transactions,
primarily international trade and investment, have for years
far exceeded official' monetary flows between the United,
States and developing countries hi 1980, for example, the
total US foreign aid prograth amounted to some "S7 billion,
a good part of which was extended. for security reasons
rather than development purposes B% comparison, the United'
Stares imported $118 billion North of goads from develop-
ing nations in 1980 and sold $83 billion worth of products
to those countries The stock of icheign dire& investment in
`developing countries by US firms totaled over S52 billion at
the end of 1980

These figures alone are sufficient to underscore the impor-
tance.of private nterptise in US-Third World relations and
to.dispel the wifely held ro th that developing countries
are merely imp( yerished, often ungrateful recipients of US
aid ortie shou'l'd not, however, wpte off foreign assistance
at, unnecessary since many developing nations, particularly
theworest countries of Sub Saharan Africa and South Asia,
'eve little opportunity to expand their export earnings and
attract investment inflows These countries will continue to
require aid tct maintain existing levels of production and
consumption, mpch 1es5 to grow out of the misery (3f pover-
ty_

5
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Among all the irariovs forms of international economic
transactions, trade is paramount. The importance of compar-
ative advantage and of the potential gains from trade was
establishvd hundreds of year's ago In fact, the roots of mod-'
ern-economic analysis, found in writings of Adam Smith
and David Ricardo, were based on a discussion of the merits
of trade Despite a growing involvement of state-owned
enterprises, the great majority of commercial flows are man-
aged by private businesses. However, this commerce takes
plate within the contixt of rules, regulations, and institu-
tions that are designed and operated by governments. As a
result, official policies have a marred effect on the forms and
levels of trade flows

Gillen the importance of international trade to both devel-
oping countries and the United States and given the basic
orientation of the current US administration, it is appropri-
ate to take stock of the nature of trading relationships and
policies that shape them A prudent course of action on
trade matters could enhance t e growtE performance of all
nations involted and could rovide the additional benefit
of improving US-Third Worl relations

The Nature and Growth of US Trade
with Developing Countries

-,,Developing countries are play ing a large, rapic111, growing
role in US tradq relations to the point where developing
country growth can directly affect US economic perform-
ance and well-being However, misconceptions concerning
the nature of US-developing country trade have led to faulty
conclusions concerning the resulting costs and benefits Anal-
ysis of the macroeconomic aspects of this trade reveals little
Jolla surprising nature other than the pace of dowtli and the
fact that, in spite of its many positive features, US-Third
World trade has been subject to vehement debate and criti-
cism

While the composition of US transactions with individual
developing countries varies enormously, trade between the
United States and the Third World as a whole follows a
predictable pattern. machinery, transport equipment and
other categories of capital goods, and sophisticated manu-
factures, along with agricultural products, dominate US
exports to the developing countries These countries in tutn
sell oil, ri.v materials, tropical foodstuffs, and labpr-inten-

.
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si'.' consumer goods to the United States. Although there
a4e some exceptions, thisageneral pattern accounts for the
bulk of US-Third World trade and follows closely what would
be expe5fed as a result of major differences in comparative
advantage and resource endownrient That is, the United
States has a relativ4 abdndance land, capital (both physi-_:
cal and human), and technology,ean'd the develOping
tries have a relative abuhdance of raw materials and unskilled
and semiskilled labor

Developing coustries purchased 38 percent of total US
exports of goods in 1980, 30 percent were bought by non
OPEL developing countries and 8 percent by members of
OPEC The developing countries purchased 31 percent of US
primary commodity exports and 41 percent or US manufac-
tured exports. US sales of manufactures to developing.coun-

-.. tries have risen dramatically, from S8 billion in 1970 to $62
billion in 1980, growing at an average annual rate of 23
percent A significant part of this increase is accounted for
by major increases in manufactures exports to members of
OPEC, but manufactures exports to other developing coun-
tries.also rose rapidly

;-

In previous decades, US exports to the industrialized coun-
tries grew at at faster rate an exports' to developing coun-
tries Howevei, this tren was reversed in the 1970s when
the average annual gro th rate of US exports to the Third,

"World was 21 percent, compared with an annual growth .
rate of 17 percent fbr US exports to industrialized countries
During the last decadelherefore, the OPEC and non-OPEC
developing countries represented the most rapidly, expand-
ing markets for US exports OPEC and non-OPEC develop-
ing country purchases from the United States grew at annual
rates of 23 percent and 20 percent respectively

The growing importance of developing countrie's to US
trade is even more striking with respect to imports The
Third World as a whole was the source of some 26 percent
of total US imports in 1970 By 1980 this share had risen to
48 percent, primarily because US purchases of greater vol-
umes of higher priced fuel products had increased from S2
billion in 1970 to67 billion in 1979 OPEC's share in tdral
US imports rose from 5 percent to 22 percent over this peri-
od, whereas the non-OPEC developing countries' share rose
as well, from 21 percent to 27 percent From 1970 to 1980,
US imports from non-OPEC Veveloping countries grew at

8
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L S Trade, 1980
lS billions and percentages)

1'

U S Exports U S Imports
$220.7 $240.8
billion billion

Canada 160°,-,

EEC 24 3%

Japan ,9 4%

Other Developed Market Economies 8 3°,,,

OPEC . 8.0%

Non-OPEC Developing Market Economies 30.0%

Centrally Planned Economies 3 5%

17 2°,4

14 9%

12 7%

5 7%

21 6%

26.7%

1 0'

Manufactured
Prodlicts

Food Beverages
and Tobacco

Crude Materials'

Chemicals

Mineral Weis'
Miscellaneous

Exports' U S Imports
220.7 6240.8 .

billion billion

55 8'

138

9 4

5 7 °o,
36>

48 ;t

7 7'

32 8',

Manufactured
Products

Food Beyerage
and Tobacco

4 6",, Crude Materials
3 6" , Chemicals

Mineral Fuels

3 0' Miscellaneous

Includes tinter ala) raw hides and skins Crude rubber logs and lumber and oil and fats
zl ncludes fertilizers
,Includes lubricants and related materials

NOTE Export and import figures are t a s (trbe alongside ship) transaction value,, Totals incltigde tiade(with unidenti64 countiies nut °the, vol-a' ,titinvn on this
table

,44 1 0
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an ave age annual.rate of over 22 percent, Compared to
than 17 percent growth rate of US imports from indu is
'zed countries Particularl), important in.this',respect s they1
growth of manufactured goods imports from non-OPEC
developing c untries, which grew at a rate of over 2 er-
cente annuall during the 1970s The share of manufactures
in total US r ports from these countries increased from
about one-third in 1970 topearly one-half by the end of the
decade.

US imports of manufactured goods from non -OP ',C devel-
oping countrieslare highly concentrated in ter of both
suppliers and commodities Just five countries (Mexico,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Brazil) account for

. three-fourths of total US manufactured imports from non-
OPEC developing countries. These impol-ts are heavily' con-
cenirated.i n a relatively few categories of commodities Con-
sumer goods and manufactured products classified chiefly
by material (textiles, metals, plywood, etc ) account for as
much as 70 percent of all Third World exports of manufac-

Cf
; tures to the United States. Consumer goods (textiles and

clothing, footwear,,-and consumer electronics) make up the
lion's share (50 percent) of US imports of manufactures froth
the Third World These are -also the US industries consid-
ered "sensitive" to import competition since they employ
large numbers of US workers and because their markets can
be penetrated rapidly by imports.

In spite of the large volume of US exports to develving
countries, the United States is experiencing a significant
merch.andisik trade deficit vi? :1-zirs the Third World amount-
ing to some $36 billion in 1980. This has stimulated com-
plaints of "exported jobs" by certain sectors in the United
States Rut the aggregate figure is deceiving Of the toV
$118 billion in US imports from developing countries in
'1980, $67 billion,r about 57 percent, was accounted for by
gas, oil, and petroleum products The United States contin-
ues to. record large surpluses in manufactured goods trade
with developing countries, a surplus of some $29 billion in
1980

Althouh merchandise trade does represent the strongest
eciffiomicilink between developing countries and the United
States, overcoricentration on the merchandise compOnent of
the balance of payments can be misleading For example; US
'Income-from service exports (e.g., investment income, fees

10



and royalties, shipping and visurance, and Nrest come)
hag a positive effect on tho US current account bal nce The -
United States ran an overall sen ices surplus of ,a os 6

billion in t980. Over $23 billion of this surplus was-pccounted
0 for by developing countries, including oil exporting coun-

tries This surplus- directly offsets a portion Of the trade r`

deficit in'the current account balance

°
. I,' ,

The US Stake
Like any other set of commercial transactions, international
trade carries with it economic costs and benefits. In order to
deterrriine whether or not on balance US trade with devel-
tiping countries is in the US itherbst, it is necessary to sort
out the vfilous economic effects of this trade

.

US Gains from Trade t
Acces& to 'needed raw materials. By emphasizing the manu-
factur'd goods component of US trade and its employment
impact, the trade debase' often neglects the importance of
mirterals and other primary commodities ilripdrts The impor-
tance of oil imports is evident. About one-half of total petro-

.1,
leum supplies available to the United States are imported,
90 percent of these imports come from developing coun-
tries Although the United States produces lerge quantities
of some nonpetroleum minerals, such as iron, le-ad, copper,
and phosphates, it relies fiTvvily on imports for others. For
example, US imports from developing market economies

- account for 100 percentiOf domel tic consumption of colum-
b m and stron truni The 'Third World supplies mOre than

ne-ha/If of the bauxite, (in, cobalt, and otl}er materials vital
to U9 ihdustry _In the case of certain agricultural commode-
ties, such as natural rubber, coffre, Cocoa, hard fibers, and

.. jute, imports from the Third World acwunt for all US con-
sumption While the impgrtance of individual;Zird World
commodities to our economic activity and consumer welfare

'vanes, these imports constitute a major element,of US-de-'
veloping country Ake rdeRtiridence R

Consumer benefits. US imports Of manufactures from devel-
oping countries generallyqall into the category of consumer
goods in the lower price ranges. Being of relatively loWrocost,
goods such as clothing, shoes, appliances, awl consumer
electronics permit higher revels Of consumption and/or the
release of funds for the purchase of other goods and increas-
ingly exv.::!...,.....isiv"P services It has been argued that ,imported

1
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'13EtTCpPY 4VAILABLE

U S Imports of Selected Metals and.Minerals
(percentages of totaliMports)

Bauxite )1980)

Strontium )1979t

Tin i19.79

Petroieqm (19.80r

l'Graptqe 11979)

Antimony (1980)

, Chromluin 11979r

MSngabese1279)

Copper ) 1979)

Cobalt 119791

Platinum Group
Metals (19801

Columbium )1979

Tungsten i.979)

Silver )1979)

Vanablum 11979)

Nickel )1980)

iron Org (1979)

Zinc 119791,

Imports from Developing Countries

Imports fron 97Ioped)countnes

r).

97'..

88

4o%
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4 goods du not result in consumer say ings, since retailers merely
t mark up prices on imports to make them equivalent to,domes-

tically produced goodAllAnanalysis based on a survey of
actual U. retail saes tends to refute this assertion This
study found imported products from all areas to cost 10,8
percent less than OompaFable domestit gods More impor-
tantly, while imports from developed countries (Europe,
Japan, and Canada) were only marbally lesg expenive (0 4
percent); imports from developing countries (Lath America
and Asia, excluding Japan),were as much as 16 3 percent less
e,`penivf than domestic products of the same quality..

These goo ds are purchased and eonsuuNed primarily by
families-with lower incomes and can make a contribution to
mo /erating the impaci, of inOption. In the baskdt of products.
bought by low-income families, import prices were 13 1 per -
cent less than domestic prices. As an indication of the impact
of US imports from the developing countries on American'
pl`es, US consumer prices ov the 1067-80 period rose by
an average of 7 2 percent per y ar, ihereas apparel prices

creased only 4.2 percent annual y, and prices for home
f. electronics actually jell almost 1 percent per year

Looking at it from a different perspective, another recent
Study estimated that the effects of protecjwnist measures ,

0. imposed by the [hilted States between 197 and 1977 resulted
in a cost to consumers of $660 million in sugar, $1,250 mil-
Lion In carbon steel, $400 to $800 million in meat, $500
million in television sets,grnd x,200 in footwear.' These and
other studies - consistently indicate that US consumers are 1
major beneficiaries of trade, particularly trade with develop-
ing countrie.

Efficiency gains., IMPorts from the Third Wo.irld result in
important indirect econYtnic benefits to the US economy,
most of which are related to eccrnornic efficiency Increased
trade with developing countries has the following benefits.

1 Larger markets encourage greater economies of scale.
.

2 Increased exports stimulate investment and encourage
faster growth rates. .

3 Impoff competition encourage-5 cost-cutting technologi- '
cal change, which increases the overall efficiency of the
economy.

1 4r
13
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4 Domestic price inflation is inhibited by greater competi-
tiiin from abroad, thu"s permitting more aggressive

'f'- macroecondmc Oboes to reduce unemployment and
stimulate gar th

5 Greater )w -cost imports free domestic resources that were
' allocated inefficiently an industries in which the United

.14

States haslittle-comparat we advantage to move into more
productive.avyity ^ . ,

Efficiency gains through international tide are dispersed
widely jot? oughout the economy and do not lend them-
selves/lc) simple quantification Therefore, 'efficiency as an
objective often holds a lower ppority tirn such measurable

Joblvtives as a ieving fulemployment or balanced trade
ow ever,er, e ciency is a fundamental prerequisite to the

itr tamment of a healthy economy To a large extent the cur-
tent economic malaise in the Uphted States results from lags
in investment, research and development expenditures, and
productivity Efforts to make the United States a more efficient,
competitive producer are far more likely to rekindle US

1growth than measures that have the effect of subsidiiing
inefficient industries Increasing the fundamental efficient}
of US industry should be the essence of any "supply side"
economic-ctiategy,

Growing markets for USilexportS. Due to its abundance of
resources ind the site of its domestic market, the US econo-
m, when compared with most other countries, has histori-
cally been reLltively isolated from international trade This
situation is rapidly changing US exports as a., percentage of
gross national product have risen from 5 percent in 1960 to
13 percent in 1980 Exports are estimated titaccount for one......./
of every eight jobs in ,the manufa ring sector ane for the
proijuctionW one-third of the faxm acreagb in the United .
States Exports now exceed business fixed investm rit and .4

are over three times the amount spent on resident al con -'
struction, which are both important indicators of th health
of the US economy

As noted earlier, more US good", and services are pur-
chased by, developing countries thah by many countries and
areas that traditionally have been among the majOr markets'
for US expdrts These export not only benefit firms in the
export sector but also provide many jobs An estimated 500,000

14 1
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-Twenty Largest I'S Trading Partners, 1980
tS-billions and percentagts)
The twenty largest U S trading partners terms of total merchandise trans-
actions include eleven del.elopirig countries which together accdunt for more
than 25 per cent of all such tran.sactigns.and 33 per cent of all US imports, ,

Mexico is the third largest trading partrfer.ot the United States

%.

Canada
Ja p.a;
Mexico
West Germany
United Kingdom

.4
Saudi Arabia
France"'
Nigeria

.Taiwan .
Netherlands

' Venezuela.__
Italy
Korea Reu

*Belgium-Luxembourg
Brazil .- l
Libya
Hong Kong_
Algeria
Indonesia
Australia

Total 20 Countries

iota] U S Trade

11 beveloping Countries as
% of Total U S Trade

Total Transactions Exports Imports
.

'5 76 9- ,.

'951 5

27 6
22' 7

22 5 .

183
12 7 4

12 1

111 '
IV 6 "
9 9
98 "

,- 8 8
8 6,
80
7 6 4 '.'

7 4 ,

7 1 4
6 7
6 6"

5346 5

$461 5

27.0%;..

$ 35 4
20-8'
15 1

.v.11 0

12 7

58
7 5

1 2

.4 3
8'.7

4 6
55
4 7
6 7r

43
0 5
2 7
0 5'

1 5
' 1

5157 6

S220 7

20.5%

$ 41 5 I
30 7
12 5
11 7

9 8
125/ 5 2
10 9

6 8
1 9

'5 3
43
4 1

1 9

37
7 .-4'

'4 7
6 6
5 2
2 5

S188 9

$240 8

33.0%

C
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US citizens are en loved in the production of manufac-
tured products to ba sold to the oil-importing developing

;,. countries alone There is a great deal of potential for contin-
ued growth in Lis exports, since demand in the developisig

'countrie's is far from satiated and could expand rapidly as
',these countries advance economically ,

,

Costs to the United States: Economic Dislocation
Although US trade with the developing countries is quite

favorable (with the .exception of oil), it-i,s not sufficie
look exclusively on the positive'side US imports of manu-

. factured goods from ,the Third World have grown rapidly,
and while not large in a macroeconomic sense, these imports
are concentrated in "sensitive" commodity ca'tegorigs, re
those rejuiring labor-intensive production. and those com-
peting with stagnating or marginally competitive sectors in

. ,the US economy Thislpe of trade leads to the classiC case
of increased e'fficiency-in the econorriV as a whole and wel-
fare

industries. The fare gaiins are
fare gains to Nnsumers but losses of employment opportu-
nities in de we

,significant, but tfiey are dispersed widely throughout the
economy, whereas displacement of employment opportuni-
ties is concentrated in relatively few industries Study after

I,study'identifies the same industries as being mostsensitive
to import'compentiontextiles and clothing, footwear,leather
goods, and consumer electronics " These are the very Indus-
tries.which figure prominently in petitions f9r trade acikist- i-
ment assistance filed over th;.ast few years

..
.

Examinations of the actual i)z- potential employment effects
of trade with developing countries are complicated by numer-
ous methodological problems, the lack of sufficient data,
and preconceived notions concerning what conclusions
should result Those who favor liberalized trade tend to

A underrate and even ignore adverse effects that may occur
Likewise, advodtes ,of protection tend to exaggerate the
adverse effects of imports and to understate the gains:. To
summarize a growing body ofliterature on the subject-, most

II but not all analyses concl e following:

The net impact of shifts in foreign trade on aggregate US
employment has been very small in recent years.'

...?

Economic development in the United States and other
industrial countries entails significant adjustment in eco-
nomic structure, including a shift of employment away

16 1



from labor-intensive manufacturing and toward services
and more soithisticated manufacturing industries. The
grow th of manufactures imp(ft from developing coun-
tries is not the fundamentaVfNuse of this latter shift,
which would occur in any event, but accelerates the
shifj , , s.
Despite the ryinor macroeconomic employment effects
of growing imports from developing countries and the
fact that export-related job opportunities are opened up
from this trade,certain industries Have suffered r-elative-
ly large losses in employment and will continue to do
so in the future

In response to major shifts in icomparative advantage,
trade restrictions would prove costly, ineffective, and far
less preferable than positive adjustment policie

For severl reasons the problem of job displacement can=
nut be brushed away ?with broad statements a0out economic
efficiency and structural change First, the sectors involved
are large and important to the US economy Just four eco-
nomic sectorselectric and electronic equipment, textile mill
products, apparel and other textile products, and leather
and leather productsaccounted in mid-1981 for as much

44 percent of total US employment in manufacturing
ond, these and related sectors are strongly re resented

; trade unions, since Prhpolts are subject to actial by the
federal Nvernment (whereas automation, shifts in demand,
and many other factors affecting employment are usually
not), unions have focused a great deal of attention/on job
displaceinents related to trade Finally, a strong case can be
made that the burden of employment dislocation falls heav-
ily on disadvantaged, low-skilled laborers /

The problem of economic dislocation cannot be ignored
As a former labor union official put it, "(the labor move-
ment) is not willing to be sacrificed on the altar of econo-
mists' dogmas td-j- even )f the dogma be as hallowed as the
theory, of compqrative advantage."" The employment dis-
ruptions taus d by trade are politically sensitive because of
their high v sibility to affected unions. Where adjustment
between sect rs zs difficult, a strong coherent program to
deal with economic dislocation is needed to offer workers
temporary income and health plan maintenance, assurance

S
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of retirement benefits, retrainin d relocation Structural
adjustment programs must be seen as more than palliatives
to restrain protectionist pressures.

The Two,Way Street of Trade
Unless developing countries can export to the United States
and other industrialized countries, they will not be able to
earn the foreign exchange that in turn allows them to pur-
chase needed goods, services, and technology from the,clevel-
oped countries, repay their increasing debts, and grow.

Wheker trade promotes growth or growth promotes trade
is a question reminiscent of the chicken and egg con trover-
sy.Some believe that exports are an "overspill" of domestic
output, once production becomes efficient by international
standards.Others feel U'at exportsare stimulates" by world
demand, thereby resulting in more rapid dome is growth.
Regardless of theoretical causation, the link between growth
and trade is clear in practice Countries with relatively strong
export performance also tend to have relatively high growth
rates The, more foreign exchange a _country can earn, the
more it can buy from others those items it finds expensive
or impossible to produce at home, and the faster it can get
on with the job of making its economy more efficient. In
addition, "Exports do not rely on charity, nor imply a heavy
burden of repaymentlater, as do concessional loans. There-
fore, exports are the highway to self-sufficiency, to earning
one's way ""

The developing countries have benefited from the expan-
sion of world trade since World War II, but even these gains
have not been enough, gaps in trade, income, and well-
being between developing and developed countries contin-

Nue to grow. While the Third World accounted for three-
fourths of the world 'population in )979, its share of world
exports amounted to only 28 percent. Manufactures accounted
fOr only 22 percent of the total exports of c1:veloping market
economies (including the OPEC c ntnesT in 1979. In con-,
trast, 75 percent of the exports o' eveloped market econo-
rhies were manufactured prodticts, which tend to have more
stable prices and to embody higher levels of domestic inputs
than do primary commodity exports, thus contributing more
to domestic income and employment. 4. ,

These and other indicators demonstrate gaps of develop-
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Intnt and well-being between rich and poor countries Third
World countries reql.nre greater levels of income and employ-
ment if the are to have any chance of meeting their own
needs While international trade is no panacea, increasing
developing countries' access, to world markets is a step in
the right direction .
Trade Policies Toward Developing Countries
In recent years, an ambivalent attitude has emerged in the
United States and other developed countries toward trade

ith the'Third World Historically, the concept of "nonreci-
procity" has been applied to Nort,h-South trade, developing
countries receive the advantages of tariff and non-tariff lib-
eralizations, by industrialized countries, without being
expected to offer equivalent reductions in their own trade
barriers In addition, industrialized countries have put into
place Generalized Systems of Preference (GSPs) under which
certain developing-country. exports are able to enter the
markets of the industrialized countries duty free or with
reduced duties. But thes'e preferential systems are limited in
scope In the US system, for example,--a number of "sensi-
tive" items, primaril!, labor intensive manufactures such as
shoes and textiles, are not covered since preferential treat-
ment is deemed harmful to-domestic producers Additional
items can be removed from the eligible list under an escape
clause. In addition, the "competitive need" clauses in the US,

-system (i.e , imported commodities from individual coun-
tries achieving a 50 percent mar'ket share or an overall quan-
titative limit, about $45 8 million per product in 1980) result
in individual commodities being removed from eligibility

Third World exports have expanded under these provi-
sions. However, there has been a resurgence of protection-
ism since the mid-1970s in the United States and in.other'
developed countries as a consequence of stagnant economic
conditions and rising unemployment. The industrialized
countries have erected numerous trade barriers, particularly
against products of strong interest to the developing coun-
tries TI se restrictions have generally taken the form of
quantijative ceilings on exports and have euphemistically
been called "voluntary export restraints" or "orderly mar-
keting 'arrangements" (OMAs). Most countries have tight-
ened existing quotas or imposed new ones to limit
developing-country exports of textiles and clothing, gov-
erned b9 the Multifiber Arrangement The United States
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and other countries have at times imposed quotas or OMAs
limiting developing-country exports of footwear and color
teityision sets. A number of restrictive devices regarding
steel imports have been introduced. These and other mea-
sures designed to "protect" domestic industries from for-
eign competition directly limit the export potential of
developing countries, delay needed adjustments in devel-,
oped countries, and represent, an inflationary and costly
means of income support to protected industries It has been
estimated that the consumer cost of greater protection in the
apparel industry could be as high as $81,000 per job."

But despite these heavy costs of growing protectionrsm
to the industrial countries, the political battle against
protectionist pressures is often very difficult It is difficult
because the temporary losses from trade liberalization
are visible and vocal, whereas those who gain are gen-
erally dispersed and disorganized. Thousands of house-
wives spread over the whole economy often have less
voice than a textile worker with a job at stake But in the
long ruy what is really at stake is not just cheaper shoes,
clothes, and bedspreads, but the jobs and living stan-
dards of the whole population "

Effects of the Tokyo Round
The ambivalence of current policies toward dev.eloping
countries is best illustrated by the outcome of the Toicyo
Round of multilateral trade negotiations,' In'the Tokyo Round
a key goal of the United tates and othei industriali1.ed
countries was to ensure that the devloping.countries start
participating fully im the trading syst6m organiz6c1 under
the General Agreement on Tariffs and,rrade (GATT) in order
to change GATT's image as a "rich rria'nrS club The actual
results of the Tokyo Round appear tabe a mixed blessing for
the developing countries, therefore Third World nations
have not enthusiastically rushed to in the agreements.

i

-With respect to tariffs the agreement resulted in an aver-
age decline in duties worldwide oC about one-third, with
reductions being phased 111 over an eight- to ten-year peri-
od. However, the aiierage duties on developing-country
exports .will decline by only about 25 percent Moreover, a
number of items of specific importance to the developing
countries were not even subject to negotiation Finally, sev-
eral product categories, particularly textiles, are subject to
restncted trade through non-tariff barriers, aid so tan fCredue-
tions on those items Will have little impact on trade.

I
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Despite these limitations, the benefits of the Tof(yo Round
tariff cuts to the developing countries should not be viewed
as insignificant The Tokyo Round reductions are roughly
comparable to those of the Kennedy Round, and the post-
/Kenneth Round experience show ed that at least some devel-
oping countries were very successful. in expanding their
exports of manufactures Some countries have also been suc-
cesskfl in coping with quantitative restrictions either by
diversify ing product lines and markets or by upgrading the
quality of goods exported within quantitative limits. Final-
1%, several Third World countries already have (or soon will
have) the capacity for competing in markets for sophisticat-
ed products which are subject only to low tariffs and few
quotas

Since industrialized country tapiffs have already reached d

relatively low levels (e.g., duties levied on imports to the
Unifed States, which averaged 53 percent before World War
II, have been reotuced to about 7 percent), actions taken on
nun - tariff barriers to trade are a much more significant aspect
of the Tokyo Round These involved basic changes in the
GATT framework and agreements on several codes of con-
duct on specific non-tariff barriers (NTBs)

To the developing countries, the most importa/Ict charrges
in the GATT framewoik are 1) the inclusion of the so-called
"'enabling clause," which provides a stronger legal basis for
nonrecijor,ocity, allowing developed countries to extend
differential and more favorable treatment to'developing coun-
tries on a non-most-favored-nation basis, and 2) a develop-
ing-country commitment to assume fuller GATT obligations
as tt4r economies develop This principle of "graduation';'
requires that special treatment be phased out as economic
progress is made. The developingiantries were particular-
ly adamant about the first of thesellFanges, and the industri-
alised countries cdtiditioned their support 'of the enabling
claw on developing-country commitment to ,t he principle
of graduation

The NTBs addressed by the Tokyo Round package of agree-
ments include the following.

1 Subsid s and countervailing duties

Standar at is, technical barriers to trade

3 Cover procurement.

0 1)
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4 Licensing.

5 Systems of customs valuation. '

The concept of graduation is meant to apply to at least a
number of the codes Developing countries that do not sign
the codes may or may not be granted the privileges embodied
in the provisions The United States and the European Eco-
nomic Community (EEC) are taking the position that, in the
case of some of the new codes, particularly those on subsi-
dies and government ocuiemerkt, they will only commit
rherriSelves to applyin the benefits to signatories.

Safeguards and Curbs
Throughout the Tokyo Round the major disp,ure between
developing and- certain developed countries involved the
proposal for a safeguards code Article XIX of GATT, which
permits countries to impose safeguards (temporaey restric-
tions such as higher tariffs or import quotas designed to
protect industries suddenly threatened by a large volume of
imports), has not worked well in the past. Countries desir-
ing to impose import restrictions have not wanted to be
subject to its many .provisions and, therefore, of.terve
taken actions not covered by GATT rules The proposed
code broadened the definition of restrictive policies, includ-
ed a clause requiring that Imports be proven to cause serious
injury to domestic producers, and strengthened mecha-
nisms for consultation, surveillance, and dispute settlement

By placing currently "informal" import curbs within the
framework of GATT, this code is designed to regulate trade
controls. It could, however, be used to justify a proliferation
of restrictions aimed at devedoping countries. The safe-
guards dispute has resulted in a stalemate, the code has yet
to be completed and signed by any country, although nego-
tiations have continued The developing countries are in a
difficult position. implementation of the code as proposed
could be used to their detriment, yet the absence of any
agreement on safeguards leaves developed countries free to
impose unilateral restrictions or to demand "voluntary'
export restraints.

The outcoine of the trade negotiations reflects the ambiva-
lence prevailing in the international environment and the
way in which developing countries, are viewed by estab-
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lished industrraMpowers On the one hand, Third World
countries are seen as vital new centers of commerce and
growth.As such they deserve greater opportunities and a
more important role in the system, on more equal terms
with industrial countries. On the other hand, at least some
developing countries are feared as supercompetitors capable
of supplanting industrial production in the developed coun-'
tries. As a result, the Tokyq. Round greement represents a
major effort to keep the traijing sys m as open as possible,
but at the same time it thrusts ne responsibilities on cer-
tain develol)ing countries and ,r ises the possibilities for
,what some term ",orderly trade" and others call "codified
protectionism."

A New US Export Consciousness
In.the United States, dgreat deal o attention has recently,

been focused on export performance an policy. Historical-
, due tv the size and depth of the U market, only the

largest US firms made rhuch of an effort to expand overseas
sales. US export policies, formulatedvver a period of contin-
uous trade surpluses, tended to infuse other foreign policy
objectives into commercial transactkons. Rising trade deficits
in the 1970s and 1980s hav,e stimulated an activereassess-
ment of export policies and procedures.

Current action in the export sector concentrates on two
areasremoving disincentives to exports resulting from
specific US policies and pressuring other countrie's to dis-
mantle what are Considered unfair incentives or subsidies
to their own exports Export.groups are lobbying to elimi-
nate or reduce the effect of such policies as the ,Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act, antiboycott provisions, various embar-
goes, and certain antitrust provisions. While the US govern-
ment has not taken strong actions to remove "disincentives"
in many_fIktirst areas, it has vigorously pursued efforts to
arrive at uniform export incentives on an internatiChal basis.
The US emphasis on the subsidies code in the Tokyo Round
is a case in point. The United States also applied major
pressure on Brazil to dismantle its subsidys program Recent-
ly the United States has sought to reach agreements with
other major exporters on some standarization of interest
rates for official export financing to avoid excesses in com-
petitive bidding. In a similar vein, the US government and
private sector have strongly urged those countries with large
trade surpluses vls-a-vis the United States, developed and
developing alike (such as Japan, Korea, and TAiwan), to step
up +their purchases of US products.

ti
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The "export consciousness" of the United States is begini
ning to develop, but it _has not yet had much of an impact
on policy. A more aggressive stance is clearly/noticeable in
the statements and actions of the Reagan administration
officials. W.Ve this shift in attitude is long overdue, an
export one6tation Should,not be extended to the extremes
of mercantilistic policies, which would inevitably prove coun-
terprodoctive.

A Future of Inward-Looking or
Outward-fIlroking Piplicies7
The industnalized countries seem to be incapable of regain-
inAlliffie relatively high rates of growth and low inflation and
unemployment levels experienced in the 19605 and early
1970s. Factors underlying this economic sluggishness include

1 Reductions in productivity -growth.

7. Higher prices for natural resources and growing Costs
associated with environmental protection.

3 Less technological in'novation add expenditures for
research and development.

4. Sociological anti demographic chariges that are locking
nations into more "secure" social patterns

In reaction to these trends, the developed countries have
placed a much higher priority on ,price stability than on
growth, have become more resistant to economic change,

have attempted to insulate their domestic economies
from international developments. In sum, these countries
are looking inward for solutions to their economic prob-
lems This economic "nationalism", while not as pro-
nounced as that' whichFplayed a large hand in creating the
Great Depresgion the 1930s, pervades e thinking of
some policy makers and major interest ups. While based
on legitimate Concerns, this thinking to ds to disregard the
reality of world economic interdependence. An ouitward-
looking strategy based on global efficiency holds much more
promise than a "beggar- thy- neighbof" approach

The essence of,the global efficiency argument is that the
greatest growth potential now lies in the developing coun-
tries, which could in fact become an "engine of growth" for
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the world economy Important indicOons of Third World
potential include their relitively low capital /labor ratios,
their abundance of labor and natural resources, and the
opportunity .for applying existing technology already uti-
lized in the rich countries.

. ----"i
As the developing countries have grown and become more.

fully integrated into the international economic-system, their
impact on the economic performance of the United States
and other industrialized countries has grown considerably
and will continue to grow. The developing countries repre-
sent increasingly significant markets for industrial-country
exports. Higher demand in the Third Worldhowever gen,
eiated helps to stimulate the developed countries in ways
that arecertainly no more and maybe even less inflationary
than equivalent domestic expansion efforts. During the 1974-
75 recession, the fact that developing countries maintained
high levels of imports from the industrial countries had a
perceptible impact in modifying the adverse impact of eco-
nomic downturn in the industrial count'ries.

In order to sustain their levels of demand in aera of high
energy and food prices, the developing countries have hack/
to borrow heavily from the international capital and credit
market The cumulative debt of the developing countries
rose to as much as $450- billion by the end of 1980. While the
Third World nations will }gave to adjust their economies to
seek greater balance in their international payments, their
only hope for servKing this debt will Jiie to earn foreign
exchange through exportation

A strategy of North-South economic cooperation holds
promise for establishing a basis for renewed world growth,
similar to 'that founded on the Bretton Woods system 35
years ago. As a development strategy, however, it is designed
to achieve tong-run mutual gains, and so near-term prob-
lems associated with trade must be addressed.

The Need for Dynamic Economic Change
In spite of all the benefits associated with US trade with
developing countriespno adequate solution to the inerr cost
borne by this tradejob dislocationhas yet been found.
In fact, sectoral dislocationt apcl general unemployment rep-
resent a domestic economic problem much more fundamen-
tal than imporrcompetitioh from developing and developed
countries.
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Trade policies are not approppiate instruments to, achieve
full employment. The proprrpolicy'instruments for dealing
with general unemployment are monetary and fiscal poli-

to create sufficient and noninflationary aggregate demand
. The be4tmethod to defuse protectionist pressures is toestab-

lish domestic-ffewth. Eiv current conditions strongly sug-
gest that tradittOnal measures.are not enough and that there
is a need for an effective US labor market policy and a US
development strategy.

The plain fact is that real trade adjustment can only take
place in a healthy, adaptable economy. The experience
of the last two decades suggests that. such an economy
will be possible only when the UrDted States commits
itself to a policy of national economic development,
based upon a careful appraisal of needs, resoaces, and
opportunities."

The complexity and difficulty of implementing positive
adjustment policies should not be underestimated. Numer-
ous adjustment plans have been applied in .the United States
and elsewhere, involving dislocations from trade and other
factors such as technological innovation and military base
closings, the. - esults have been mixed. The US strategy for

'adjusting to economic dislocations has been haphazard and
piecemeal. Many thought the past US trade adjustment assis-
tance programs were poorly managed and failed to address
issues of major iwortance to those being required to adjust ''
Marty "adjustm4it",, programs have the effect of freezing
existing patterns of production and resisting change rather
thA affecting genuine structural improvement by shifting
workers into industries and regions where they could both
produce more and earn more.

The development of an effective adjustment program
requir÷s chactges in attitudes and policies on a broad range
of economic issues such as national planning, trade poli
ties, business incentives and disincentives, labor market inter-
ventions, maintenance of income, retirement benefits, and
hiCalth insurance coverage.' Changes in these areas would
not only encounter major bureaucratic constraints but more
.importantly would confront deep-seated differences in eco-
nomic and social ideologies. The magnitude.of these prob-
lems should not, however, be used as an excuse for avoiding
necessary actions
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The Reagan administration has adopted strong fiscal and
monetary measures designed to revitalize the US economy.
Regardless of the relative merits of this approach, it is impor-
tant that the domestic program be complemented by an
international component Domestic efficienty can be
enhanced onlowithin the context of international interde-
pendence. Trade can act as a drWing force to improve nation-
al efficiency and productivity.

This argument is consistent with the basic philostey of
US officials in the administration, but its implications do not
call for a "hands off" policy on the part of the government.
OPficial actions are required in several areas:

First, as the largest economy in the world, the United
States must take the lead in pressing for a more libetal
trading environment and forestalling the natural tendency,
partithlarly in times of recession, to revert to protectionist
measures. Developments in the next several years are likely
to shape the worlds trading environment for the remainder
of the century. The'Tokyo Round trade agreements are largely
complete, but they have yet to be fully implegtented and
authority remains for continued negotiations to make the
pacts more acceptable to all participants In the fall of 1982,
a ministerial meeting of GATT members will be held to
assess what progress has been made can implementing the
Tokyo Round agreements and to initiate the negotiation of
outstanding concerns. This meeting represents an impor-
tant opportunity to take the interests of developing coun-
tries fully into account and to find appropriate me)azs to
involve the Third Worjd nations more comprehen in
the GATT framework.

Second, the United States, a ng with other" industrial;
nations, surplus oil countries, and -importing developing
countries, must take on the task of fin ng solutions to the
increasingly urgent problem of Third World debt. The debtor
nations will have to bear a major share of the acltustment
burden. So long as t r ubect to growing current account
deficits and crus ing levels of ebt, there is little likelihood
that the international economy as a whole can reestablish
past levels of economic expansion and stability.

Finally, while the United States has a positive and grow-
ing stake in trade with developing and developed countries,
this nation will have to become more adaptive to increasing
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international interdependence. Specifically, a policy is neeede
to deal humanely with the problem of job dislocation (from
trade or other causes) and at 4he same time to effect more
efficient shifts of labor and capital resources from declining
to expanding industries Generating growth at th macrOecon-
omit level is a necessary but insufficient solution No n tidn.
has found a fully satisfactory answer to the adjust prob-,
lem but that does not mean that such a solution does not'
exist.

' Looking at the entire range of US policies toward the
Third World,the Reagan administration is currently at odds
with developing countries on many issues, such as foreign
aid, the Law of the Sea Negotiations, and efforts to under-
take "global negotiations" to reform the world economy
Trade, however, is one crucial area where the philosophy of
the administration and the interests of developing countries
coincide. US initiatives to move toward a more-open world
trading environment could, therefore, result in a marked
improvement in US-Third World relations.

Looking toward the futuret, it is difficult to determine
whether major trading nations, including the United States,
will undertake inward-looking or outward-looking policies
4. "selective" protectionist stance, permitting orderly growth
in trade but also condoning ad hoc restraints on trade in
particular sectors, may appear attractive in the short run, but
eventually the adverse effects of inwaprd-looking policies
and reduced trade would be recycled Co the United States
and other countries in the form of greater inflation, more
unemployment, and slower growth. In the long run, a set
of policies to stimulate world trade and distribute its costs
equitably carries with it a much greater potential for improv-
ing the economic well-being of all nations.
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Stanley Foundation Activities

The Stab ley Foundation encourages study, research, and
education in the field of foreign relations, contributing to
secure'peace with freedom and justice. Emphasis is given to
activities related, to world organization.. Among the
activities of the Stanley Foundation are the following.

Strategy for Peace Conference explores urgent foreign
policy concerns of the United States It attracts individuals,
from a wide spectrum cikiiarnion and belief who exchange
ideas and recommend 'action and pplicies

United Nations of the Next Decade Conference brings
together international statesmen to consider problems and
prospects of the United Nations Its report recommends

changes and steps considered practicable within the next
ten, years

United Nations Procedures confer'ence is concerned
with organizational and proUedural reform of the United
Natic4s Participants come largely from the UN Secretariat

° and vLrious Missions to the United Nations

V lage Conferences are designed to anticipate 'and
e,;alu e indepth deyeloping issues relating to US foreign'
policy d international organization

Occasional Papers are poliq-orlented essays either
concerning improvement and development of international -.
organization more adequate to manage international crises
and global change, or dealing with specific topical studies of
United States foreign 'policy

Common Ground Radio Series on World Affairs, an
uncommon .progrant on world issues, features discussion by
US and foreign experts on. political, economic, military. and
social issues in international relations.

World Press Review is a magazine publiSfed monthly as
a nonprofit, educational service to foster international
information exchange It is comprised entirely of material
from the press outside the United States or by iournaLists
affiliated with' f6reign press organizations.

-The Stanley FoundSiion, a.priNote Operating foundation,
does not provi'de' grares The Foundation welcomes
contributions to,its programs. Contributions are income tax

deductible.
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Stanley Foundation Radio Program

Common Ground is a unicludio documentary series. Dur-
ing the program's half-hour radio discussion, crucial world
issuesenergclear policy, development, disarmament
are the "common ground" examined *by respected diplo-
mats, public servants, scholars, and representatives of the
private sector from all over the world.

F4 many years the Stanley Foundation has worked to
promote understanding of and a peaceful resolution to many
of today's major world issues. Common Ground seeks to fur:-
the r this effort by brining discussion of these issues before
a wide audience of informed radio listeners.

Each program engages one or more individuals, who pre-
sent informed, sometimes controversial views about a single
area of concern. Sople titles from the series include. "Mis-
siles in Europe More or Less Security?," "The Soviet Union.
Strengths and Weaknesses," "An Expert Looks at Southern
Africa," "Energy and US Security," "Politics and the Penta-
gon Budget::

Producer Jeff Martin finds many of the program guests
among Foundation -conference participants. These are peo-
ple whose daily work bears on the issues they discuss

The series is available free to many noncommercial radio
stations. For additional information about the series contact.

Jeff Martin
Radio Project 'Director
The Stanley Foundation
420 East ThicrcQtreet
Muscatine, Iowa 52761 USA
Telephone 319-264-1500
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Stdnley Foundation Publications

Following is a partial listing of reports available free of charge

North-South Relations and International Security, Energy and
US Security, US Nonproliferation Strategy, Military Competi-
tion in Space, Future US-Soviet Relations. Twenty-Second
Strategy for Peace Conference Report October 16-18, 1981, 72
pp

The Multilateral Disarmament Process, Sixteenth United Nations
of tile Next Decade Conference Report June 21-26, 1981, 64 pp

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY/Detente Past,
Present, and Future, Nonproliferation Regi4me, Defense Spend-
ing and US Security, International Energy Cooperation, Gl9ba1
Economic Crisis and Lending Institutions. Twenty - First Strategy
for Peace Conference Report October 10-12, 1980, 80 pp

National Disarmament Mechanisms, Stanley Foundation Re-
search Study L M Ross and John R Redick July 1980, 24 pp

Restructuring the United Nations System for Economic and
Social Cooperation and Development, Twenty-Seventh Report of
the Commission to Study the Organitation of Peace, published by
the Stanley Foundation July 1980, 40 pp

United Nations and Energy Management, Fifteenth United
Nations of the Next Decade Conference Report June 15-20, 1980
52 pp 4.1t

Global Negotiations and Economic Development, Eleventh
United Nations Procedures Conference ReportsMay 1-4, 1980,40

Nobproliferation. 1980s, vantage Conference Rtyport January
29-February 3, 1980, 56 pp

International Development Strategy, Fourteenth United Nations
of the Next Decade Conference Report June 24-29, 1979, 52 pp

Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, Tenth United
Nations Procedures Conference Report May 10-13, 1979, 36 pp

Order publications including Occasional Papers from
The Stanley Foundation.
420 Ea.,t Third Street
Muscatine Iowa 62761 USA
Felephone 319-264-1.500
Cable STAN:FOUND
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PEST COPY AVAILABLE
Occasional Papers

15. A Proposal to Solve the
Arab-Israeli Conflict
Torn Travis
February 1

16. Science, nology, and the
Global uity Crisis: New
Directions for United Statey--
Policy
Ward Morehouse
May 1978

17. International Stability and I
North-South Relations
Lincoln Gordon
June 1978

18. Can Space Remain a Peaceful
Environment?
Herbert Scoville, Jr. and
Kosta Tsipis
June 1978

19. The Latin American
Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone
Alfonso Garcia Robles
May 1979

4.0. Multinational Imititutions and
Nonproliferation: A New Look
Myron B. Kratzer
October 1979 (out of print)

21. The Congressional Foreign
Policy Role
Clifford P. Hackett
November 1979

22. Chinese Policies Toward
Limiting Nuclear Weapons
Amos Yoder
March 1980

The International
Nonproliferation Regime
Joseph S. Nye
July 1980

24. A New International
Diplomatic Order
Tom Boudreau
December 1980

25. Implications of Space
Technology for Strategic
Nuclear Competition
Thomas H. Karas
July 1981 (out of print)

26. National Security and
US-Soviet Relations
Walter C. Clemens Jr.
October 1981

27. Confrontinethe World
Food Crisis
Charles J. Stevens
December 1981

23.

The Stanley Foundation invites manuscript submissions for the
Occasional Paper series. Occasional Papers are original essays
proposing practical policy options for US foreign policy and/or
international organization. They are copyrighted by the
Stanley Foundation and distributed free of charge throughout
the United States and abroad.

Manuscripts should be written in English and be 20-40 typed
(double-spaced) pages. Authors of manuscripts selected for
publication receive a modest honorarium.

Send manuscripts to:
Dr. John Redick
Editor, Occasional Papers
The Stanley Foundation
Research Otfice
328 South Clinton
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 USA
Telephone 319-844-2946
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